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ShimmerCat Tilemore is a task engine to process images in the
cloud at scale. We use it to process all the images of our ecommerce customers. But you can do more with it!

The value we bring
Tilemore is able to take a research result into the stringent world of
production deployments and SLAs. You focus on your image

application, we do the scaling.
Task #1
Input Image

What makes Tilemore different?
■ A task can define a set of grids with different steps and cells, and
define map-reduce operations using grid cells or Boolean
combinations of grid cells. "Map" stage is executed in parallel in
multiple nodes. This allows processing very large images with
very large Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN).
Task #2

Output:
Image and/or metadata

■ Structured pipeline: map-reduce operations can be chained, to
support arbitrarily complex image processing.
■ Image operations are defined in Python, using well known
popular libraries like NumPy, Pillow, Scikit-Image, Pytorch,
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the largest e-commerces in Sweden.

Bring your algorithm
Tilemore is the “harness”: the framework where your algorithms can
meet the demands of production. If you have an algorithm ready to
scale, and you are looking for a cloud solution to help you in the last
stretch of your business, we are here for you.
We offer multiple business models, to fit your particular needs:
MODEL 1: PAY FOR WHAT YOU USE
Best if you don’t want to own the infrastructure that processes your
images. In this model, we proceed by the following steps:
■ You send us a detailed spec of your algorithm and we send you
back a quote with price per megapixel and a minimum volume of
purchase.
■ Upon acceptance of the terms, we implement your algorithm in
Tilemore and deploy it.
■ You use our SDK or the API to submit the images you want to
process, and we bill you later by processed megapixel.
MODEL 2: OWN THE INFRASTRUCTURE
If you would prefer to remain in control of your infrastructure
and/or iterate faster in your algorithms, we can work in a
consultancy basis so that the following happens:
■ We license Tilemore to you for a yearly fee, and set it up in your
cloud.
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DEFENSE APPLICATIONS
■ Qi Ma et. al., 2020. “Fast detection and recognition method of
UAV in sky background”
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Contacts:
Henrik Frienholt

henrik.frienholt@shimmercat.com, +46 70 485 19 47
Ludvig Bohlin

ludvig.bohlin@shimmercat.com, +46 70 680 73 29
Alcides Viamontes E.

alcidesv@shimmercat.com, +46 72 229 45 42

